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Australian woman, 21, sobs as she's
told she could spend 12 months in
custody for 'racist bashing of two
Chinese students' - but is spotted
LAUGHING outside court after being
granted bail

A woman has fronted court after the bashing of two Chinese university students 
Jakkara Brigham, 21, granted bail in Melbourne Magistrates Court on Sunday 
She reportedly cried in court but could be seen snickering as she was released 
Police are searching for another woman they say can help with their inquiries 
Learn more about how to help people impacted by COVID

By BRETT LACKEY FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
PUBLISHED: 04:16 EDT, 20 April 2020 | UPDATED: 16:59 EDT, 20 April 2020

A 21-year-old woman who was allegedly caught on video bashing two Chinese
students in racially motivated attack cried in court on Sunday night when told she
could be jailed. 

Shortly after, however, Jakkara Brigham was seen laughing and joking with guards as
she was released on bail, being told she had narrowly avoided a jail stint, according
to 9News.  
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The young woman appeared in Melbourne Magistrates Court charged with recklessly
causing injury after video appeared online of two female Chinese university students
being verbally and physically attacked. 

Video appeared online of two female Chinese university students being attacked in the
Melbourne CBD 

Jakkara Brigham, 21, was released on bail after appearing in Melbourne Magistrates Court on
Sunday over the incident 

The two students were attacked on Elizabeth Street in the Melbourne CBD about
5.30pm on Wednesday, suffering non-serious injuries. 
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Ms Brigham sobbed in court as the magistrate warned her she could be waiting 12
months in custody for a hearing, saying she behaved 'appallingly' and calling her an
'unguided missile.' 

Police are still searching for a second woman shown in the video that they say can
help with their inquiries. 

She is described as about 20-years-old and Caucasian, with a skinny build and
shoulder-length blonde hair.

She was wearing a pink jacket on the night of the attack. 

A bystander stepped in to help the two Chinese students after the alleged attack 
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Police are searching for a second woman they
say can help with their inquiries 

The two Chinese students previously
spoke out about the attack saying they
were taunted about coronavirus before
being punched and kicked. 

'She started saying get the f*** out of our
country - you don't belong here,' one of
the students said. 

'I'm really scared they think it's OK to do
to other people,' the other student
added.  

A bystander holding a dog stepped in to
help the student after she hit the ground
and the attacker began to kick her. 

'You're a f***ing imbecile,' the attacker
can be heard yelling after the bystander
stops her. 

She then apologised to the man before
walking away. 

Both students sustained non-serious
injuries. 

The video first began circling on the Korean Kakaotalk group chat but was then
posted on other sites. 

The caption on the video also suggested the attack was fueled by racism. 

'Two white Australian girls were following two Asian girls, constantly swearing.
Finally when they turned back to [ask] them to stop they started to assault them,' the
caption on the video read.  
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Share or comment on this article: Australian woman, 21, sobs as she's told could be
jailed for 'racist bashing of Chinese students'

The two Chinese students have spoken out saying the attack was racially motivated 
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EXCLUSIVE  Karl
Lagerfeld's mother
'strapped him to a bed
to stop him from eating',
ex Vogue editor André
Leon Talley reveals in
new memoir

EXCLUSIVE  Lindsay
Lohan denies that she 
crashed infamous night
out with Paris Hilton
and Britney Spears and
says Mean Girls sequel
would be her DREAM'

Anne Douglas
celebrates her 101st
birthday with a car
parade amid pandemic
two months after her
husband Kirk Douglas
passed away

Princess Charlotte is
'a little leader' as she
instigates family's
health workers clap,
while George takes
cues from sister, body
language expert reveals
 

EXCLUSIVE  Tiger
King's Joe Exotic 'killed
more than 100 tigers,
would hit cubs if they
misbehaved and was
afraid of most of his big
cats'

Kim Kardashian
shares behind-the-
scenes look at a photo
shoot... after revealing
North is the 'fort police'
and if her siblings mess
up it's a 'problem'

Catherine Zeta-Jones,
50, shares bikini images
from 1991 series The
Darling Buds Of May...
before wishing her
mother-in-law a happy
101st birthday

EXCLUSIVE  Maluma
reveals he 'cried the
first time' he saw his
emotional music video
for his latest hit ADMV
which he penned for
'the people I love'

Too Hot To Handle's
Francesca Farago and
Harry Jowsey unveil
matching finger tattoos
(with X-rated meaning)
as she reveals their
plans to MARRY 

'There's no question
he was murdered':
Lawyer for Carole
Baskin's ex-husband
says he was killed and
he would never have left
the cats he loved 

Michelle Money shares
photo of daughter
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Brielle WALKING out
of the hospital... 26 days
after skateboarding
accident left her in a
coma

Matt Damon swaps his
LA wheels for a Ford
Fiesta while wife
Luciana heads out on a
jog... as it's revealed
they are renting Eddie
Irvine's Irish pad 

Silver fox! Rob Lowe's
friends and fans swoon
as the 56-year-old star 
shows off his new gray
locks while announcing
Parks and Rec reunion 

Ben Affleck's Deep
Water co-star turned
girlfriend Ana de Armas
enjoys a solo walk with
her beloved Maltese
pup in LA sunshine

Sofia Richie, 21,
shows off her incredibly
toned figure in a tiny
yellow bikini as she
enjoys a beach stroll in
Malibu with boyfriend
Scott Disick, 36
 

Ozark star Julia
Garner is springtime
chic in floral jumpsuit
as she makes grocery
run with husband Mark
Foster in Los Angeles
amid lockdown

Arnold
Schwarzenegger's pet
donkey and miniature
horse Whiskey and Lulu
upstage him during
interview with Jimmy
Kimmel

It's over! Noah
Centineo and Alexis
Ren end their
relationship of one
year... after fans noticed
they unfollowed each
other on Instagram

Kaley Cuoco jokes
that husband Karl Cook
will move out of their
house once coronavirus
lockdown ends: 'He's
out'

Nikki Bella flaunts her
growing baby belly in a
bra top... before posing
nude at seven-months
pregnant
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Expecting first child with
Artem Chigvintsev

Wheel of Fortune
contestant who won
over $56k but went back
to job as ER nurse on
the frontlines of COVID-
19 gets SURPRISE visit
by co-host Vanna White

Scarlett Johansson
says she's 'basically
made a career out of
being second choice' 
'Since a very young age,
I've been rejected
constantly,' she said

'Can't tell the days
apart anymore': Joan
Smalls sizzles in a
skimpy red swimsuit as
she keeps herself
entertained during
lockdown

Andy Cohen slams
'antiquated and
discriminatory' rules
that prevent him from
donating plasma as a
gay man after recovery
from COVID-19 

Netflix downplays
concerns that pipeline
of original content will
run dry in pandemic -
and turns to Iceland to
film shows while
Hollywood is shuttered

Victoria's Secret model
Helena Christensen, 51,
is unrecognizable as
she adds a mask while
taking her dog for a
stroll in New York City

Florence Pugh, Chris
Pine and Shia LaBoeuf
to star in Olivia Wilde's
1950s psychological
thriller Don't Worry
Darling

Cameron Diaz shares
rare glimpse inside her
home and raves that
marrying husband Benji
Madden is 'the best
thing that's ever
happened' to her 

Amy Schumer jokes
about son Gene making
his 'first video' as she
shares shaky clip of the
giggling baby grabbing
her phone
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Bethenny Frankel, 49,
of RHONY goes
makeup-free in pajamas
as she drops the glam
during self-isolation:
'This is what I look like
most days'

Travis Scott's Fortnite
concert has a minor
hiccup after his
daughter Stormi takes
control... but still ends
up with 12million
viewers

'People are sick of
being lectured by multi-
millionaires!': Ricky
Gervais takes aim at
preaching celebs (and
THAT Imagine video) in
epic rant
 

Iskra Lawrence reveals
her baby had to be
resuscitated by a
midwife after homebirth
as she shares first
pictures of 'miracle'
daughter 

Crazy Rich Asians star
Henry Golding keeps
his pitbull on a tight
leash as he is seen for
first time since his pup
was accused of mauling
a purse dog

Joaquin Phoenix and
Casey Affleck sell
$3.13million New York
City penthouse they
bought together before
their friendship fell
apart

Hangin' Tough (in
lockdown)! New Kids
On The Block return
with coronavirus
inspired track and 
video featuring Nicole
Scherzinger

Richard Branson
'robbed' the Sex Pistols:
Punk band's manager
Malcolm McLaren
accuses 'insidious and
idiotic' Virgin Records
boss 

Downton Abbey's
Penelope Wilton, 73,
claims 'flirtatious' men
live in fear of being
called a 'Weinstein'
following the #MeToo
movement

Makeup-free Kylie
Jenner continues to
embrace her lockdown
look as she showcases
her fresh-faced
complexion in striking
selfie
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Hope Solo announces
arrival of newborn twins
Vittorio and Lozen and
thanks medical staff
who cared for them in
NICU during the
coronavirus pandemic

Whitney Port shares a
selfie at her laptop
for Take Your Kids to
Work Day with her son
Sonny, two, seen using
a training potty in the
background

Dancing With The
Stars vet Brooke Burke,
48, reveals the three
simple moves to get
toned abs at home as
she self-isolates in
Malibu

'New security who
dis?' Amy Schumer
shares photo of son
Gene in puffer snowsuit
and reflective shades
He will turn one on May 5

Elsa Hosk poses in
bed wearing slinky
lingerie as she treats
fans to more sultry
snaps from lockdown:
'Rainy days'

Rob Kardashian
celebrates his daughter
Dream's 3rd birthday in
rare KUWTK
appearance... amid
custody battle with ex
Blac Chyna

Serena Williams's
daughter Olympia, 2,
dresses as a fairy
princess as they
sweetly dance along to
Disney songs amid
coronavirus lockdown

Pregnant Rachel
McCord rocks bikini and
lace duster as she steps
out for dog walk with
her husband Rick
Schirmer in Los
Angeles

'No laughing matter':
Hit movie Joker may
have made film-goers
more prejudiced
towards people with
mental health problems,
study shows 

Big Little Lies season
two was supposed to
end with a shock death
says Zoe Kravitz:
'Someone did die but I
don't know what I'm
allowed to say'

Emily Ratajkowski
sizzles as she poses
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topless with a towel on
her head during
quarantine...before
sharing throwback
bikini-clad snapshot

Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle send
message to family of
girl, 18, who brought a
smile to prince's face
when they met but died
during lockdown
 

Megan Thee Stallion
shows off her
bombshell bikini body
in a barely-there black
two-piece as she suns
herself in the backyard

Kanye West gave his
wife Kim a 'break last
week' by bringing their
four kids to visit his two
Wyoming ranches
They've 'been taking turns
caring for the kids'

Ex fiancée of Princess
Beatrice's husband-to-
be Edo Mapelli Mozzi
tells followers to
'empower yourself' after
a breakup as she shares
her advice 

Cristiano Ronaldo's
girlfriend Georgina
Rodriguez flaunts her
pert posterior in pink
leggings as she does
jumping squats during
home workout

Tiger King's husband
Dillon Passage, 22,
discusses marriage to
jailed Joe Exotic, 57,
who he admits is STILL
fixated on rival Carole
Baskin
 

Amber Rose shows off
her curves in skintight
white ensemble in new
social media snaps
Left little to the
imagination while 
showing off her figure

Robert Pattinson cuts
a casual figure as he
jogs through the park
during lockdown... after
Batman filming was
halted by COVID-19
pandemic

Ruby Rose flaunts her
toned legs in short
shorts as she leaves a
friend's house after a
dip in the pool
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Duchess of Cornwall
admits she 'really
misses' her grandkids
and says it's 'strange'
not being able to hug
them as she takes part
in elderly hotline call

Gwyneth Paltrow
shares a silly moment
with daughter Apple
after stepping out for a
stroll with husband
Brad Falchuk in Los
Angeles

Pregnant twins Nikki
and Brie Bella go from
makeup-free to made
over in playful TikTok
video
Pair got very creative

Shakira reveals she
has completed online
course in ancient
philosophy during
lockdown: 'It took a lot
of hours after the kids
were asleep'

'Let me just find my
socks and my shoes...
and my trousers':
Prince William jokes
with Stephen Fry's Lord
Melchett in hilarious
Blackadder sketch 

Helena Bonham
Carter, 53, looks
stunning in bright floral
top as she and her
boyfriend Rye Dag
Holmboe, 32, pick up
some macaroons

EXCLUSIVE: Makeup
artist Charlotte Tilbury
launches Instagram
series chatting to A-list
pals about finding
happiness - starting
with Joan Collins

Total Bellas: Nikki
Bella and brother JJ
Garcia clash during
family photoshoot over
favoritism claim
The pair confronted each
other  

Nick Cordero's wife
Amanda Kloots gets
candid about 'waiting
game' for him to wake
up after leg amputation
as he battles
coronavirus
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EXCLUSIVE  'She's not
capable of kindness!' Ex
Vogue staffer rips into
Anna Wintour, revealing
how their friendship
ended because he was
'too old and uncool'

Alex Rodriguez
reveals his wedding to
Jennifer Lopez is
'paused' due to the
coronavirus outbreak:
'We have to go with the
flow now'

Inside Robbie Williams
and Ayda Field's lavish
$32m LA mansion with
22 BATHROOMS as
singer strips to
underwear for cheeky
snap amid lockdown

Khloe Kardashian
shares heartwarming
snap of daughter True,
two, playing with her
Trolls toys
Enjoyed some fresh air
with her two-year-old

Tammy Hembrow
shows off her shapely
derrière in G-string
bikini bottoms while
isolating poolside at her
Gold Coast home

'My bebes!' Proud
mom Chrissy Teigen
shares photo of her
adorable kids Miles and
Luna sitting down for a
meal during COVID-19
lockdown

Prince Charles praises
the 'vital role' of Asian
community in fight
against coronavirus as
he launches appeal to
help 'the poorest and
most vulnerable' 

Jersey Shore: Ronnie
Ortiz-Magro describes
arrest on seven charges
as 'bunch of
unfortunate events'
On Thursday's Jersey
Shore: Family Vacation

Royal round of
applause: Prince
William, Kate Middleton
and their children clap
for carers as they salute
key workers from their
doorstep

Hollywood tough guy
Jason Statham is the
ultimate doing dad as
he treats his son Jack
to a piggyback ride
during stroll near their
Los Angeles home
 

'Is this going to be the
call I'm dreading?':

ADVERTISEMENT
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Singer Cher Lloyd
reveals fears for her
father Darren as he is
hospitalized twice
during pandemic

Alyson Hannigan dons
a face mask and
oversized dungarees as
she steps out for food
and supplies with
husband Alexis Denisof
Stayed safe  

Travis Scott's
Astronomical concert
shattered a Fornite
record by attracting
12.3MILLION people on
the game at the same
time

Khloe Kardashian
reveals she's freezing
embryos to have a
second baby and ex
Tristan Thompson will
be the sperm donor in
KUWTK
 

Tiger King's Dillon
Passage reveals he's
been inundated with X-
RATED snaps from fans
since show's release...
and admits he feels
sorry for Carole Baskin
 

Jennifer Lopez and
Alex Rodriguez look
totally committed for the
lip-sync of the hilarious
'F*** this job' TikTok
Had some down time at
the end of the day

Ashley Roberts nails
her spring style in a
sheer white knitted
dress as she leaves the
Heart Radio studios
Beamed at the gorgeous
sunshine

EXCLUSIVE  Sofia
Richie shows off her
bikini body as she
wraps her legs around
boyfriend Scott Disick
for a cruise along the
Malibu sands
 

Phoebe Waller-Bridge
admits she felt 'shocked
and embarrassed' when
she revisited Fleabag's
stage show as she
discusses raising
money for the NHS
 

Boris Becker steps on
balcony to clap health
workers as he reveals
social distancing has
allowed him to visit park
without being 'bothered
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for autographs'

Jodie Turner-Smith
thanks her fans and
tells them 'I'm a mother!'
after giving birth to her
first child with her
husband Joshua
Jackson

Rooney Mara blocks
out the sun with a black
fedora as she breaks
quarantine for a solo
walk in Los Angeles
without her fiancé
Joaquin Phoenix.

All My Children star
Eva LaRue adopts her
ex-husband John
Callahan's dog weeks
after he died at 66: 'I
promise she's in good
hands'

Ireland Baldwin goes
barefoot and dresses
down in sweater and
shorts as she returns to
he Los Angeles home
from a grocery trip amid
quarantine

EXCLUSIVE  Actress
Stephanie March steps
up to help both the
restaurant industry and
front line heroes with a
new initiative during the
COVID-19 crisis
 

Doctor Who stars
Jodie Whittaker and
David Tennant join
forces with former Time
Lords to praise health
workers amid COVID-19
crisis
 

'Like you and Petra
talking on the phone!'
Tamara Ecclestone gets
called out by daughter
Sophia, 6, in hilarious
video as she explains
meaning of incessant

Will & Grace series
finale recap: Will, Grace,
Jack and Karen go their
separate ways as the
iconic series comes to a
hilarious and poignant
end

Jesse Metcalfe serves
two looks as he runs
errands amid COVID-19
quarantine... as he
isolates with ex Cara
Santana in West
Hollywood

ADVERTISEMENT
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Melanie Griffith, 62,
shows off trim figure
and taut midriff in
activewear as steps out
during coronavirus
lockdown in Los
Angeles

Ellen Pompeo defends
herself after her
insensitive, two year old
'it takes two to tango'
Harvey Weinstein
comments spark
outrage

Julianne Hough leaves
cute comment for
husband Brooks Laich
as they self-isolate in
different states... after
calling quarantine alone
'glorious'

Bachelorette alum
Peter Kraus reveals why
he turned down his
chance to become The
Bachelor: 'Why would I
give up the rest of my
life?'

Jordana Brewster
steps out in tank top
and cropped
sweatpants for walk
around her Los Angeles
neighborhood ahead of
40th birthday

Joan Collins reveals
she's spending
lockdown enjoying
Zoom cocktails with
friends and hitting the
cookie jar 'hard' 

Hilaria Baldwin slips
on a cozy flannel shirt
to enjoy a 'late night
workout date' with
herself and her
burgeoning baby bump
She's expecting 5th child
with hubby Alec Baldwin

'It was horrible!' Liam
Payne admits missing
son Bear's third
birthday has been the
'hardest thing' for him
during lockdown    
Difficult 

Naomi Watts, 51, jokes
she is trying to 'stay
relevant' by filming
TikTok dancing videos
with her 11-year-old son
Kai as they lockdown at
home

Batwoman star Ruby
Rose says goodbye to
'Gary the Mullet' and
debuts a unique buzz
cut while self-isolating
at her Los Angeles
home
 

Ashley Graham cradles
baby Isaac while
enjoying the great
outdoors at her family's
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Nebraska farm in new
Vogue spread about
self-isolation

Diane Kruger stays
cool in t-shirt and denim
cutoffs paired with
shades and a face mask
on trip to the park with
toddler daughter in Los
Angeles

Lili Reinhart looks
cheery as she steps out
for some fresh air in a
denim romper... after
calling people 'a**holes'
amid Cole Sprouse
cheating rumors

Hilary Duff kicks back
with a drink after
homeschooling her
eight-year-old son Luca,
posting: '2nd grade
teachers love
@whiteclaw ammorite ?'

Chris Hemsworth
reveals he was moved
meeting acting hero
Brad Pitt for the first
time: 'He went to do a
handshake and I went
for the hug!'

Baring it all in her
quarantine suit! Bella
Hadid poses nude for a
stunning new fashion
campaign that was shot
in mom Yolanda's home
over FaceTime

REVEALED: Adorable
black and white photo
Prince Charles released
to mark grandson
Prince Louis' second
birthday was taken by
Kate Middleton 

Dolly Parton, 74,
declares she's 'always
in glam' even when
confined to her
Nashville mansion
during COVID-19
quarantine

Jamie Lee Curtis takes
a barefoot stroll in Los
Angeles... ahead of live
Dirty Dancing screening
She's hosting Lionsgate
Live's virtual event with
original star Jennifer Grey

Parks And Recreation
cast including Amy
Poehler and Chris Pratt
getting back together
for scripted reunion
special benefiting
Feeding America

Sarah Silverman stays
warm in a green sweater
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as she steps out on
her fire escape for her
daily salute to essential
workers in New York
City

Kaia Gerber says her
tattoo obsession
inspired her to take her
first stab at some DIY
ink during quarantine
Tattoo parlors are shut
amid COVID-19 lockdown

Hugh Jackman and his
wife Deborra-lee
Furness wear protective
face masks while out for
a stroll with their dogs
in New York City amid
lockdown

Lucy Hale grabs coffee
to go before donning a
pink face mask to run
errands in Los Angeles 
Star made sure to beat
the heat by grabbing a
cold drink

Brody Jenner serves
summer vibes as he
makes a grocery run in
Calabasas during break
from quarantine
Star posted a shirtless
beachside pic this week

Chris Hemsworth says
his wife Elsa Pataky
STILL doesn't know
snakes can be
dangerous despite
living in Australia for
years
 

Trouble in paradise?
Katy Perry and Orlando
Bloom are 'having some
ups and downs' as
relationship 'has
changed since she got
pregnant'

Tyler Cameron shows
off his ripped physique
as he takes shirtless jog
with mystery woman in
his hometown in
Florida... after isolating
with ex Hannah Brown 

Ariana Grande
becomes the latest
celeb to join the All In
Challenge for COVID-19
relief with one lucky fan
getting a 'studio
hangout' and dinner

Ryan Phillippe, 45,
flaunts his toned and
tattooed biceps in a
sleeveless tank
top...while out on his
daily jog near his Los
Angeles home
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Jameela Jamil refuses
to be 'dragged into
celebrity feuds' after
Twitter fans hit out at
her for interviewing
Demi Lovato
Jameela is friends with
Demi's rival Taylor Swift

Lili Reinhart deletes
fiery tweets talking
about karma and
branding people
'a**holes' amid Cole
Sprouse and Kaia
Gerber cheating rumors

Awkward! RHOBH's
Dorit Kemsley and
husband PK pop mints
as they appear VERY
tense when quizzed
about finance troubles
Posted to Instagram 

Saturday Night Live
announces a second
SNL AT Home with the
entire cast this weekend
two weeks after
successful first 
episode

Action man Chris
Hemsworth goes from
Marvel superhero to
Netflix's new killing
machine: BRIAN VINER
reviews Extraction

Erika Jayne, 48, gets
grilled about sex life
with husband Tom
Girardi, 80, by Garcelle
Beauvais before hitting
out at skeptics

'With deep regret':
Elton John postpones
next leg of Farewell
Yellow Brick Road Tour
to protect fans during
COVID-19 pandemic

Teen Mom OG star
Cory Wharton and
girlfriend Taylor
Selfridge welcome their
first child together
'Everybody is safe and
everybody is healthy'

'What do Tiger Woods,
Jesse James and Mike
Nilon have in common?'
RHOBH's Garcelle
Beauvais exposed
husband's alleged FIVE-
YEAR affair in e-mail 

Kim Kardashian
shares a fun photo of
son Saint, four, getting
animated for the camera
at home during
coronavirus lockdown:
'Look at this face!'

Mark Ruffalo celebrates
the anniversary of 13
Going On 30 with a
screen grab of himself
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with co-star Jennifer
Garner: 'Missing that
time'

Simon Cowell's
partner Lauren
Silverman looks stylish
an in all-white ensemble
as she enjoys bike ride
with their son, Eric, 6, in
Malibu

EXCLUSIVE  Lindsay
Lohan reveals that her
infamous days living 'in
the public eye' in LA
served as inspiration
behind her brand new
single Back to Me

Chris Hemsworth
reveals wife Elsa Pataky
'unintentionally'
stockpiled 15 boxes of
toilet paper in their
$20million mansion in
Australia

Taylor Swift reignites
Scooter Braun feud as
she SLAMS him for
'shameless greed' as
former record label is
set to release album of
live performances

Aaron Carter and
girlfriend Melanie Martin
poke their heads out of
the house to pick up
packages... after
announcing they're
expecting a baby

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE:
American fans are left
upset as Highclere
Castle puts Downton
Abbey tours on ice

EXCLUSIVE  Dr. Phil
and Robin McGraw get
creative to produce his
talk show from home
while they make the
most out of quarantine
together

Tori Spelling carries
pet pig as she takes a
walk in Los Angeles
together with husband
Dean McDermott and
their three-year-old son
Beau

'I got thicc in
quarantine': Lottie Moss
shares sensational
swimwear pictures after
posting some very racy
underboob snaps on
Instagram

Cardi B urges 'health
over capitalism' and
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says Georgia governor
is reopening
businesses too early
amid coronavirus
pandemic

'What is this?' Allison
Janney shocks fans as
she appears to forget
about her 'iconic role'
starring in 1999 teen
classic 10 Things I Hate
About You

A perfect pandemic
retreat: Bill and Melinda
Gates snap up
$43million San Diego
beachside house -
complete with 10-
person jacuzzi 

Kristin Cavallari says
she is 'daydreaming' as
she poses in swimwear
to promote her brand...
after returning from the
Turks And Caicos

Batwoman star Rose
Rose looks barely
recognisable as she
goes makeup free and
debuts her new purple
hair on a stroll in Los
Angeles

Elle Fanning gives the
FINGER on the poster
for Hulu's highly-
fictionalized biopic
on Catherine the Great
Star, 22, executive
produces and stars

Sean Hayes reveals
one of his favorite Will &
Grace episodes was
with Cher while doing
his impression of the
diva
 Show has aired its finale

Kate Middleton wears
a blue floral $160 Ghost
dress as she joins
William and their
children to clap for
health workers at their
Norfolk home

Ariana Grande and
Halsey to 'battle' over
Midsommar May Queen
gown in A24's virtual
charity auction
The iconic floral creation
worn by Oscar nominee
Florence Pugh

Grandpa's favorite
photo: Prince Charles
releases a black and
white portrait with
Prince Louis that sits
pride of place in his
drawing room
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Hannah Brown hits
back at Tyler Cameron
after he pokes fun at her
scary sleep paralysis
episode: 'Not today
satan'

Jerry Seinfeld takes a
spin in a Porsche after
giving fans a look of his
first comedy special in
22 years
Appeared to be enjoying
some alone time

Tom Hanks sweetly
sends his beloved
vintage Corona
typewriter to 'sad and
angry' boy, 8, bullied for
being named Corona

MIley Cyrus gives her
facemask the fashion
treatment in Gucci print
as she puts on a PDA
with Cody Simpson
Pair stepped out from
lockdown at home

'They made him out
almost to be a victim':
Tiger King trial juror
slams Netflix series for
portraying Joe Exotic as
a 'lovable guy'

Rapper Fred The
Godson, known for the
hit song Doves Fly, dies
from COVID-19 at 35
after asking fans to
think of him: 'Keep me
in y'all prayers!'

EXCLUSIVE  The
Kardashian clan are
selling their hand-me-
down duds online for
NINE times more than
retail prices 

Jason Davis cause of
death revealed:
Troubled oil heir who
voiced gentle giant
Mikey on Recess died
due to accidental 
fentanyl overdose

Nikki Bella's mom
Kathy REFUSES to
include daughter's
fiancé Artem
Chigvintsev in their
family photo: 'I'm more
cautious with Artem' 

Savannah Guthrie's
kids Vale and Charley
sweetly interrupt her at-
home Today broadcast -
and sing 'Happy
Birthday' to actress
Valerie Bertinelli 

Ben Affleck and Ana de
Armas are joined at the
hip as they don face
masks and wrap arms
around each other while
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walking their dogs in
Los Angeles

California Dreamin'!
Beach Boy Mike Love
puts his $8.7M mansion
near San Diego up for
sale, complete with a
pool bar and panoramic
views of the coast

Josh Gad shares his
first makeup test as
Mulch in Artemis Fowl...
after it's revealed movie
will head straight to
Disney+ this June

'I'm celebrating by not
wearing pants!' Andy
Cohen poses inside his
closet as he gears up to
host RHOA reunion in
his underwear

Khloe Kardashian
shows off her toned
tummy and bottom as
she models pink athletic
wear... after hinting she
will have a baby with
her ex

Storytime at the
castle! Crown Princess
Leonor of Spain, 14, and
sister Princess Sofia,
12, read famous novel
Don Quixote in tribute
to those on the frontline

Princess Charlene of
Monaco calls for people
to stay at home during
the pandemic in a new
campaign alongside
Patrick Dempsey and
Pharrell Williams

Denise Richards says
she fears her daughters
could grow up with
'daddy issues' like
women their father
Charlie Sheen
'entertained'

Kelly Bensimon, 51,
flashes her abs as in
black sports bra and
shorts as she takes a
break from self-isolation
to catch up with pals
over iced tea

Back To The Future
writer Bob Gale finally
explains THAT Marty
McFly plot hole after
renewed debate around
the sci-fi classic
 

Battle of the celebrity
abodes! Twitter 'room
rater' grades stars and
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politicians on their
backgrounds as
lockdown gives fans a
peek inside homes 

Gigi Hadid turns 25!
The supermodel wears
a tiara while treated to a
splashy breakfast party
at her family farm as
sister Bella calls her 'my
best friend'

Bachelor star Ben
Higgins reveals he is
waiting for marriage to
have sex with fiancee
Jess Clarke... and they
are sleeping in separate
bedrooms

Beyonce's BeyGOOD
pledges $6million in
initiative with Twitter's
Jack Dorsey to provide
mental health support
amid COVID-19
pandemic

Real Housewives Of
Beverly Hills star
Denise Richards
undergoes surgery after
confession to husband
Aaron Phypers 

Hoda Kotb breaks
down in tears while
officiating a surprise
Zoom wedding for a
couple who had to
cancel their big day
because of coronavirus 

EXCLUSIVE  Too Hot
To Handle's Harry
Jowsey dishes on
scandalous oral sex
scene and what REALLY
happened with
Francesca Farago

Picture perfect royal!
Amateur photographer
Kate Middleton marks
Prince Louis's second
birthday with adorable
snaps 

'They never called me
back': Roddy Alves
reveals frustration at
being unable to
volunteer amid virus
crisis... as she poses for
sultry pics

Tori Spelling fondly
remembers her late
legendary producer
father Aaron on his
birthday: 'I was such a
daddy's girl'
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Larsa Pippen sets
pulses racing as she
shows off her toned
figure in a quirky blue
bikini while remaining
indoors during the
coronavirus crisis

Kim Kardashian
shares photos of her
four children with Vogue
as she reveals they
spend most of their time
in the 'theater room'
during self-isolation

Boy Meets World star
Maitland Ward is
slapped with $270K
lawsuit by porn co-
workers
Actress has switched to x-
rated flicks

Gisele Bundchen, 39,
pulls off difficult yoga
move with mini-me
daughter, 7, as she
shares self-isolation
caused her to 'reflect on
what is most important'

'It resonates with the
times we're in now': The
Rolling Stones release
new single Living In A
Ghost Town... marking
their first original track
in EIGHT years

Alicia Silverstone and
son Bear, 8, recreate
iconic Paul and Linda
McCartney PETA
campaign: 'I've been
lucky to be an activist'

Christie Brinkley's
daughter Alexa Ray Joel
posts a bathing suit
photo as she shares
'blessings'... after
delaying her wedding to
Ryan Gleason

Council Of Dads actor
J August Richards, 46,
reveals he is gay like
his TV character then
adds the support he has
received is like an
'avalanche of LOVE'

Kaia Gerber has been
striving to remain
'healthy on the inside'
during the coronavirus
pandemic: 'That's just
been a really big part of
my routine'

Tom Selleck, 75,
reveals why he quit his
80s show Magnum PI
and how his California
retreat calms him down:
'My ranch keep me
sane'

Baseball jersey for
Archie, a pop-up book
for the Queen and an Air
Force One jacket for
Philip from Trump are
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among gifts given to
royals in last year

Tom Brady
accidentally entered the
wrong house looking for
Buccaneers coach and
only realized the mix-up
when the homeowner
asked, 'who are you?'

Bella Thorne displays
her stunning figure as
she poses in bikini-clad
snaps while sharing a
steamy kiss with her
beau Benjamin Mascolo

Remarkable black and
white snaps of Rolling
Stones looking fresh
faced and clean cut
before they released
their first single in 1963
go on sale 

Chris Cuomo's 14-
year-old son Mario tests
positive for the
coronavirus after CNN
host and his wife
Cristina both recover
from the illness 

A dad again! Richard
Gere, 70, welcomes his
second child with wife
Alejandra Silva, 37, as
she gives birth to a
baby boy 

Cristiano Ronaldo's
girlfriend Georgina
Rodriguez shows off her
pert posterior as she
works out at home amid
the coronavirus crisis

Jennifer Lopez flaunts
her cleavage in chic
swimsuit after stripping
down to her lace bra at
A-Rod's daughter's
social-distancing
birthday party

Suki Waterhouse
shows off her svelte
frame as she slips into a
satin bra and shorts
while goofing around at
home 

Whitney Houston
biopic moves forward
as Bohemian Rhapsody
screenwriter Anthony
McCarten signs up to
work on it

Cameron Diaz reveals
being on the opposite
sleep schedule as
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husband Benji Madden
has helped their
parenting
 

Kate Winslet reveals
she is paranoid about
being trapped in a
house fire after being
caught in Necker Island
blaze with husband Ned
Smith

Anna Wintour warns
fashion will never be the
same again after COVID
because 'people's
values have shifted' 
and 'waste and excess'
won't be tolerated

'My dad reminded me
to do things that make
me happy:' Florence
Pugh admits she 'felt
low' in lockdown... but
lifted her spirits by
growing vegetables 

'Dinner was good':
Heidi Klum flashes her
bare tummy alongside
hubby Tom Kaulitz and
twin Bill in Instagram
snap
Heidi revealed her bikini

Botched's Paul Nassif,
57, is thrilled to find out
he's having a girl in
sweet gender reveal one
week after his wife
Brittany, 29, announces
pregnancy

Jussie Smollet's
lawsuit for malicious
prosecution against
Chicago PD is thrown
out - but actor can refile
IF he is found not guilty
in upcoming trial

ADVERTISEMENT

LIVE TOP
STORIES

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un
hasn't been publicly seen in 2…
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DON'T MISS
'I really struggled with

being so tall my whole
life': 6'2" Karlie Kloss
reveals she put
WEIGHTS on her head
to try and stunt her
growth as a teen

The Masked Singer:
Bret Michaels removes
Banana mask after
Sharon Osbourne
identifies old friend
 

'She's been discreetly
asking around': Bindi
Irwin is 'looking for
decent candidates' to
date her mother Terri
She has not dated  since
Steve died in 2006

Emily Ratajkowski
gets 'wine drunk' and
flashes sculpted midriff
posing in lingerie in the
bathroom while in
lockdown in Los
Angeles

Mansion where Roxy
Music and Pink Floyd
recorded hits and where
Renée Zellweger stayed
while filming Judy is
back on the market for
$7.4m 

Orlando Bloom displays
his hunky physique as
he goes shirtless for a
splash in the sea in
California
Actor set pulses racing 
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Kate Middleton
dressed Prince Louis in
a $15 check bodysuit
from supermarket chain
for his birthday portrait
that's just like dad
William's style 

'Instagram vs reality'!
Playful Prince Louis
beams as he smears
rainbow paint across
his cheeks in a VERY
messy new picture
taken by Kate Middleton
 

Charli XCX poses in
sexy neon pink bikini
and cargo pants as she
brings new single
release date forward  

Sofia Richie dons
bikini and face masks
as she goes biking on
the beach with Scott
Disick for Earth Day
amid lockdown

Michelle Money's ex-
husband Ryan reveals
their daughter Brielle is
walking and talking
again just three weeks
after her horrific
skateboarding accident

'This experience is
overwhelming': Sienna
Miller reflects on the
challenge of
homeschooling
daughter Marlowe, 7, in
the midst of pandemic

Beau Clark finally
proposes to Stassi
Schroeder in a
graveyard in sneak peek
of Vanderpump Rules
Casting director dropped
to one knee

EXCLUSIVE  That's so
J-LOW! Jennifer
awkwardly strips down
to her nude lacy bra in
front of Alex
Rodriguez's ex wife
 

Jennifer Garner enjoys
an afternoon stroll with
her three children
...while Ben Affleck
takes his and girlfriend
Ana de Armas' dogs for
a walk

Julianne Hough gets
candid about going into
lockdown alone
WITHOUT hubby Brooks
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Laich: 'I don't feel
lonely, but I definitely
feel alone'

Married At First Sight's
Jamie Otis breaks down
in tears as she talks
about getting tested for
COVID-19... weeks after
pregnant star outraged
public for vacationing 

Happy Days star
Marion Ross, 91, says
she's 'staying in and
staying out of trouble'
during coronavirus
lockdown in San Diego
County

Shark Tank's Daymond
John is accused of
trying to sell ONE
MILLION N95 masks to
Florida at an inflated
price - but he claims he
was trying to 'save lives'

Meghan King
Edmonds has 'accepted'
ex Jim's new romance
with their former
threesome partner...
after branding her 'low
hanging fruit'

Joe Biden's campaign
has refunded a donation
made by disgraced
comedian Louis C.K
Comedian donated
$2,800 to Joe Biden's
campaign 

Is that definitely for the
face? Britney Spears'
boyfriend Sam Asghari
wears strange-looking
protective mask while
going for a run

Jordyn Woods flaunts
her enviable curves in a
slinky white bikini in
throwback photo taken
pre-quarantine 
She's clearly longing for
the days spent outside

Sam Smith sings from
home: Star gives an
emotional rendition of
Lay Me Down in support
of the fight against
coronavirus

Nicole Scherzinger
displays her sizzling
physique in tiny
Pussycat Dolls crop top
while performing saucy
dance to the band's hit
Buttons  
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Princess Beatrice
speaks of 'incredibly
challenging time' as she
makes her first
appearance since
cancelling her May 29
wedding
 

Julia Roberts, 52,
leaves her face mask at
home as she takes her
dogs for a walk around
Malibu during
coronavirus lockdown
Star took her chances

Eminem donates
'Mom's Spaghetti' to
frontline healthcare
heroes in Detroit as
state records 34,000
COVID-19 cases and
2,813 deaths

Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley, 33, heads out
on a bicycle ride
in Beverly Hills with
fiance Jason Statham,
52, and their two-year-
old son Jack

Lady Gaga smiles with
boyfriend Michael
Polansky while
watching Tony Bennett
on New Jersey benefit
 

Chloe Sevigny reveals
she and Sinisa
Mackovic 'don't have a
name yet' for their baby
due April 30
The 45-year-old has eight
days to go until due date

Uma Thurman helps
daughter Maya Hawke
cut her hair as they
spend time together in
quarantine amid the
ongoing coronavirus
crisis
 

Robbie Williams
dresses up as medieval
knight for VERY
dramatic reading of
Aqua's Barbie Girl in
bizarre video from
lockdown  

Prince Louis is a mini
Michael Middleton!
Royal fans claim the
two-year-old is 'the
image' of his
grandfather in birthday
portraits 
 

Melania makes first
public engagement
since March as she
plants tree with hubby
Donald - and displays
how NOT to socially
distance

Straight Outta Compton
actor Jason Mitchell
arrested on drug and
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weapons charges in
Mississippi
 

Brigitte Nielsen, 56,
puts husband Mattia
Dessi, 41, to work as he
dyes her roots at home:
'What should I tip him?'
Pair turned bathroom into
makeshift salon

Ashley Roberts steps
out in pink 'rock 'n roll'
suit that serves as a
nod to her father after
she paid tribute to him
two years after death

Val Kilmer claims a
'dark angel' who looked
like Darth Vader 'tore
out my heart' during a
trip to New Mexico in
his new memoir I'm
Your Huckleberry

Taylor Swift shares
funny photo of her cat
Olivia Benson as she
self-isolates with her
three kitties
Pet is named after Law &
Order: SVU character

Patrick
Schwarzenegger goes
for a romantic stroll with
girlfriend Abby
Champion as the couple
quarantine together
amid lockdown

Ellen Pompeo blasted
over resurfaced clip
saying it took 'two to
tango' in regards to
Weinstein and women
who accused him of
sexual misconduct

Priyanka Chopra
glows in sunlit selfies
for Earth Day as she
hunkers down with
hubby Nick Jonas in
their Los Angeles home
amid lockdown

Mel Gibson, 64, and
girlfriend Rosalind
Ross, 29, walk arm-in-
arm during a grocery
store run in Los
Angeles amid ongoing
quarantine

Doctor Who stars
David Tennant and Matt
Smith to join Jodie
Whittaker and a slew of
former Time Lords for a
TV special in aide of
health workers
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Russian Doll co-
creator Leslye Headland
set to helm female-
centric Star Wars show
for Disney+
 

Lady Gaga unveils the
tracklist for her sixth
studio album
Chromatica -featuring
hugely successful K-
Pop girl group
Blackpink

EXCLUSIVE  Jordan
was the greatest of all
time. But as gripping
documentary The Last
Dance shows, off the
court he was selfish and
mean 

Wilmer Valderrama
shares story of grocery
store employee who
told him: 'People are
being really mean to us
and I don't understand
why'

Ireland Baldwin fosters
puppy Pieces and
shares heartwarming
snaps of their first day
together amid the
coronavirus lockdown

Joaquin Phoenix dons
a black 'Animal Equality'
hoodie and face mask
while as he steps out for
a walk in Los Angeles
amid the coronavirus
lockdown

EXCLUSIVE  Ramona
Singer reveals she's
recovered from chronic
Lyme disease and says
she will need 'Xanax' to
cope with 'out of
control' RHONY

Chris Hemsworth says
Thor: Love and Thunder
'is going to be pretty
insane' ... as actor
continues coronavirus
lockdown in native
Australia

Arnold
Schwarzenegger dons
his Terminator-inspired
mask during bike ride
with German actor and
former bodybuilder Ralf
Moeller

Sons of Anarchy
creator Kurt Sutter
teases plans for TWO
spinoffs: A sequel
series involving Jax's
son Abel and a limited
prequel series

Chris Hemsworth
demonstrates his
quarantine workout for
Ellen using a laundry
basket and cans of
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soup 
Thor star is keeping fit

Prince Charles is told
to install wildlife nest
boxes and plant new
trees to offset the
environmental impact of
building luxury wedding
venue 

Jon Voight, 81, steps
out wearing face mask
to pick up sandwich and
bottle of wine from a
grocery store in the
upscale neighborhood
of Bel-Air

Salt-N-Pepa's Sandra
Denton presses charges
against Uber for a 2018
Los Angeles car crash
Sandra Jacqueline
Denton launched legal
proceedings

Diane Keaton, 74,
rocks leopard-print
pants and motorcycle
boots with her COVID-
19 mask and gloves as
she steps out in Los
Angeles

Playboy model Ashley
Mattingly posted video
from hospital two days
before she took her life,
revealing she vomited
blood after drinking too
much alcohol

Kris Jenner donates
thousands of bottles of
water to essential
healthcare workers in
Los Angeles
Momager showed her
personal appreciation

'Three hours of
negotiation and 20
minutes of work!' Chris
Hemsworth admits he's
struggling to
homeschool his three
children

Sarah Silverman
continues the New York
City tradition of
cheering essential
workers every evening
from her fire escape
with her assistant

Trey Songz reveals the
first photo of the mother
of his one-year-old son
Noah while praising her
as a 'great mother' - but
did not reveal her
identity

Whitney Port says she
is still not sure about
having a second child
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after miscarriage: 'I
love the way my life is'
Star says she's scared to
get pregnant again

Vivica A. Fox reveals
that  her Kill Bill co-star
Uma Thurman advised
her to be 'more
manipulative' with
director Quentin
Tarantino

Isla Fisher takes
bicycle for a spin
wearing face mask and
safety helmet as she
exercises in Los
Angeles during
coronavirus lockdown

Rita Ora goes make-up
free for relaxing
sunbathing session as
she urges her fans to
'look after the planet'
while celebrating Earth
Day

Vogue editor-in-chief
Anna Wintour, 70,
reveals she's taken up
RUNNING while in
quarantine - days after
posing for a photo in
sweatpants

The Dixie Chicks' new
album Gaslighter is now
delayed INDEFINITELY
due to the coronavirus
pandemic... after fans
waited 14 years for new
music

Kim Kardashian
models razor sharp
platinum blonde bob as
she poses with 'favorite
ladies' Kris Jenner and
grandma Mary Jo in
chic throwback

Hailey Bieber makes a
funny face while in a
bikini flashback photo
as she wishes fans a
happy Earth Day
Model, 23, straddled a
surf board

Nick Cannon says
Eminem 'knows better
now' then to continue
their longtime feud as
he's shown he'll fight
back: 'I don't do it - I
overdo it!'

Lady Gaga unveils the
tracklist for her sixth
studio album
Chromatica...featuring
songs with Ariana
Grande and Elton John
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Luke Wilson, 48,
proves he's still a
Hollywood heartthrob
as he towels himself
down after working out
during lockdown in Los
Angeles

Wonder Woman star
Gal Gadot joins in on
celebs celebrating
'Earth Day' ...one month
after her ill-advised
cover of John Lennon's
Imagine

Presley Gerber and
girlfriend Sydney
Brooke wear matching
bandanas as face
masks as they head out
in Malibu during
coronavirus lockdown
 

Kyle Richards explains
why the Real
Housewives of Beverly
Hills broke the fourth
wall in the Season 10
premiere over Denise
Richards drama

Billie Eilish sports a
protective face mask as
she cradles her new pet
pooch during casual
outing amid coronavirus
lockdown

EXCLUSIVE  Vivica A.
Fox launches
'uncensored and
unfiltered' new podcast
and gives advice to
people struggling
during quarantine 

Diane Kruger flashes a
smile as she steps out
with her mask for a solo
outing to run errands
amid coronavirus
lockdown in Los
Angeles

Cameron Diaz lets
parakeets perch on her
head as she models red
lip look she was taught
by Gucci Westman
She has reportedly been
a birdwatcher for years

Elsa Hosk cuts a
casual figure in trench
coat and face mask as
she strolls with
boyfriend Tom Daly in
New York City amid
lockdown

Lauren Silverman
looks cheery as she
cycles along the sunny
Malibu road in all-
black... with cute son
Eric, six, pedaling along
behind her

Jason Derulo shaves off
his EYEBROW after
losing a wager with a
friend on who could
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make the most
basketball shots in a
row

Jessie James Decker
speaks up after getting
backlash for posing in
her underwear in front
of her young son: 'No
different than a
swimsuit'

Tiffany Haddish laughs
off rumors she's dating
Common... after the two
enjoyed a digital
Bumble date together
They'd make a cute
couple

Megan Thee Stallion
reveals late mom
inspired her to continue
to earn university
degree despite
superstardom: 'I want
her to be proud'

Halle Berry had to
SHAVE daughter
Nahla's head after daily
swimming during
quarantine left 12-year-
old's hair 'like matted
fur' 

Calling Gronk on the
conch! Tom Brady posts
funny video of himself
summoning Rob
Gronkowski by blowing
into a seashell as pair
reunite in Tampa

Amber Portwood's ex
Andrew Glennon
speaks out on machete
attack: 'It's a f***ing
horror show'
Cinematographer told his
side of the story

Selena Gomez wears a
low-cut red dress as
she explains how she
freaked out over a toad
in a behind-the-scenes
look at her Boyfriend
video

Walking Dead star
Jeffrey Dean Morgan
celebrates 54th birthday
farming with his
daughter in New York
state as his wife Hilarie
pens tribute

Why Elsa Pataky didn't
become a 'Hemsworth'
after marrying Chris:
Spanish actress hints at
the reason she kept her
unique surname

Tom Holland surprises
Jimmy Kimmel's son by
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dressing up as Spider-
Man as the youngster
celebrates his third
birthday under
lockdown 

My, how she's
changed! Kim
Kardashian looks VERY
different in 2008
throwback with Vanessa
Lachey and Carmen
Electra 

Shirley Knight, Oscar-
nominated actress who
won Tony and Emmy
Awards, dies aged 83
In recent years, she had
recurring role in
Desperate Housewives

Succession cast get
MAJOR salary increase
as negotiations for third
season were made
BEFORE Hollywood
shutdown due to
COVID-19

Peter Weber claps
back at ex Madison
Prewett after she claims
he asked for a second
chance DAYS before
getting flirty with Kelley
Flanagan in Chicago

Meghan Markle's BFF
Jessica Mulroney
reveals single leg
deadlifts are the 'game-
changing' exercise that
helped define and tone
her body after kids

Demi Rose sends
temperatures soaring in
a white bikini as she
shares throwback
holiday snap amid
lockdown

Jason Biggs' wife
Jenny Mollen celebrates
their 12th wedding
anniversary... a day
early
Pair made an early start

EXCLUSIVE  Marie
Osmond is focusing on
the positive during
lockdown with her
'quaranteam' while
filming The Talk@Home 

Nicole Williams
English wears a string
bikini as she sits on the
lap of her husband
Larry English after
modeling Rihanna's
Fenty lingerie line
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Falling In Reverse
guitarist Derek Jones'
death at 35 confirmed
by bandmate: 'My heart
is broken'
Metalcore band's Ronnie
Radke revealed news

EXCLUSIVE  Mama
June hits Florida gym -
with a mask and while
social distancing - as
she tries to shed 45lbs
she gained after losing
300lbs

Diane Keaton feeds
horses on 
neighborhood stroll
after revealing she's
social isolating all alone
Spotted out and about 

Jennifer Lopez says
she 'loved' receiving
that $1.2M pink diamond
engagement ring from
Ben Affleck in 2002: 'It
got a lot of press'

'I love having my dog':
Julianne Hough's
husband Brooks Laich
gushes over 'great' time
he's having with his
husky Koda in Idaho ...
while his wife is in LA
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